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In this paper some basic properties and examples of h-hypertrees are presented. It 
is also shown that this combinatorial structure is a natural tool for obtaining Bon- 
ferroni type inequalities which are equalities for some families of sets. Ir?l 1986 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. h-TREES AND h-STARS 
An h-uniform hypergraph H is a pair H = (X, E), where X is a set of ver- 
tices and E is a family of h-sets of X, i.e., E = (E, ,..., E,) so that lEij = h for 
all i and h ~2. The sets E, are called the edges of H. The order of the 
hypergraph H is equal to 1x1. For a hypergraph H the vertex set and edge 
set are denoted respectively by V(H) and E(H). The degree of a vertex 
x~X, denoted by dH(x), is the number of edges of H containing it. 
By definition an h-hypertree or an h-tree is an h-uniform hypergraph 
T= (X, E) such that for h = 2 T is a tree with vertex set X and for h 2 3, T 
is defined recursively by the following two rules: 
(i) If X= (x, ,..., xh) then T has a unique edge (x ,,..., x,,}. 
(ii) If IX/ > h + 1 then there exists a vertex X,EX such that if E,,..., 
E, denote all edges containing xi then E,\{x, I,..., E,\ {xi} induce an 
(11 - 1)-tree with vertex set x\ (-xi} and the remaining edges of T induce an 
h-tree with vertex set fl(xi}. 
Note that (ii) expresses for h = 2 a basic property of trees if one considers 
that every l-tree is a singleton: For any tree T there is at least one vertex x 
such that by deleting x and the unique edge incident to x the resulting 
graph is also a tree. If X= (x1 ,..., x,,) then all vertices x1 ,..., xh are called 
terminal vertices of T, otherwise 1x1 2 h + 1 and any vertex xi E X having 
property (ii) will be called a terminal vertex of T. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Every h-tree of order n has (; I {) edges. 
The proof is by induction on n since every 2-tree on n vertices has n - 1 
edges and 
PROPOSITION 2. Every h-tree T of order n has the property that d,(x) 3 
(:I:) for any XE V(T) and d,(x) = (:I:) ifand only ifx is a terminal verte.x 
of T. 
Proof. If x is a terminal vertex of T and n = h it follows that d,(x) = 1. 
Otherwise, if n > h + 1 from (ii) one can deduce that all edges containing x 
generate an (h - l)-tree of order n - 1 and by Proposition 1 d,(x) = (;:I). 
For h = 2 the properties in the statement are well-known properties of 
trees. Suppose now that h 2 3. The inequality dT(x) 2 (;I :) will be proved 
by induction on n >/ h. For n = h it follows that dT(x)= 1 for every 
x E V(T). Suppose that this inequality holds for every h-tree on at most 
n - 1 vertices. If T is an h-tree of order n, let x be a terminal vertex of T 
and T, and T, be the (h - 1 )-tree of order n - I, respectively h-tree of order 
n - 1 postulated by (ii). 
By the induction hypothesis one can write for every vertex y # x: 
It remains to show that if d,(y) = (;I z) then y is a terminal vertex of T. 
This can also be done by induction on n. For n = h this is obvious and sup- 
pose that this property holds for every h-tree of order at most n - 1. If T is 
an h-tree of order n and x a terminal vertex of T it follows that dTI( y) = 
(;I:) and d,(y)= (;zZ). 
By the induction hypothesis one deduces that y is a terminal vertex for 
both T, and T,. Denote V(T) = X. It results that there exist four families of 
sets A, B, C, D such that A is a family of (h - 2)-subsets of fl{ x, y ), B and 
C are families of (h - 1 )-subsets of Xj( x, y ) and D of h-subsets of 
A”,{x, y}, and each of A, B, C and D generate hypertrees on the vertex set 
Xj{x, y}. Moreover, E( T,) is composed from the sets ( y} u I/ and U for 
I/~Aand U~BandE(T,)from (y}uVand Ufor V~Cand UED. 
Now it is clear that y itself is a terminal vertex of T since the edges of 
E(T) containing y are (x> u (y] u V and {y} u U, where VEA and UE C 
and those not containing y are {x} u V and 0: where VE B and UE D. By 
(ii) the (h - l)-subsets {x} u V and U for I/E A and U E C generate an 
(h - 1 )-tree with vertex set X/( y 3 and h-subsets (x) u V and U for I/E B 
and U E D induce an h-tree on vertex set x\ { y >. 
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Note that this proof holds also for h = 3 since in this case A is composed 
from a unique l-set, namely the vertex adjacent with ,v in the 2-tree T,. 
EXAMPLES. (a) H,=({l,2,3},E,),whereE1={l,2,3}isa3-treeby 
(i); H,=({l, 2, 3, 4}, E,, E,, E3), where &= (1, 2, 4) and E,= (2, 3, 4) 
is a 3-tree since E,\(4) = ( 1, 2) and E3\ (4) = { 2, 3) are the edges of a 
tree on vertices 1, 2 and 3; H, = ({ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, E,, E,, E3, Ear E,, E6), 
where E4 = { 1, 2, 5}, E, = {2, 3, 5} and E6 = { 3, 4, 5) is also a 3-tree since 
(1, 2}, (2, 3) and {3,4) are the edges of a tree with vertex set { 1, 2, 3, 4). 
(b) For a set X with n elements let y E X. The h-hyperstar or h-star 
S(y; h) with centre y is an h-uniform hypergraph H with V(H) = X and 
E(H) composed of all h-subsets of X which contain y. S( y; h) has (;I :) 
edges and is an h-tree with vertex set X. This can easily be verified by 
induction on n > h since (ii) is true for every vertex x E X such that x # y. 
From Proposition 2 it follows that S(.v; h) is the unique h-tree up to 
isomorphism with vertex set X having a maximal number, equal to n - 1, of 
terminal vertices. In fact, if an h-tree T possesses the property that every 
vertex x E X, x # y is a terminal vertex, it follows that 
Hence d,(y)=h(;:zf)-(n-l)(;:t)=(;::;) and Tcoincides with S(y; h) 
since every additional edge would increase the degree of the vertices of T. 
(c) The /z-tree generated by an arborescence A is defined as follows: 
Let p E S, be a permutation of the set ( I,..., n}. For an arborescence A with 
n-h + 2 vertices label its root with p( 1) and other vertices with labels 
p(2),..., ~(n- h +2) in such a way that the labels of the vertices on any 
path leading away from the root to a terminal vertex of the form (p(l), 
p( ii),..., p( ik)) satisfy 
1 <i, < ‘.. <ik<n-hh2. 
If E(A) denotes the arc set of A let H, be the h-uniform hypergraph where 
V(H,) = {l,..., n} and E(H,) is defined as follows: For each arc 
(p(i), ~(J’))E E(A), where i<j, one considers the family F, composed 
from the sets {{p(i)} u {p(j)} u Q: QEP~-~(P(~+ l),..., p(n))}, where 
PA- 2(p(j+ l),..., p(n)) denotes the family of the (h - 2)-subsets of the set 
{p(j+ l),..., p(n)}. Then E(H,) contains all h-subsets in the union of the 
IZ - h + 1 families F,, where (p(i), p(J) E E(A). It is clear that Fu contains 
(i-4) h-sets, and b y th e manner of labelling the vertices of A there do not 
582b/41;2-6 
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‘i), p(j)) and (p(k), p(j)) of A such that i< j and k < exist two arcs (p( 
This implies that 
i. 
PROPOSITION 3. The h-hypergraph H, induced by an arborescence A is 
an h-tree. 
Proof Suppose that A has s vertices (s > 2) and the root p(l), hence 
n=s+h-2. 
The condition upon the labels of the vertices of the paths leading away 
from the root implies that p(s) is a terminal vertex of A. Denote by A,_ 1 
the subarborescence of A with the root p( 1) and vertices p(l),..., p(s - 1). 
Inductively one finds a sequence of subarborescences of A: AZ, Ax,..., 
A,= A, where A, has root p(l), vertex set V(A,) = {p(l),..., p(r)} and is 
obtained from A,, , by suppressing the terminal vertex p(r + 1) for every 
r = 2,..., s - 1. 
It will be shown by double induction on r and m that every m- 
hypergraph H,, with r + m - 2 vertices induced by the subarborescence A, 
of A is an m-tree for every 2<r<s and 2<m<h. 
For r = 2 the property is obvious by (i). 
Suppose that the property holds for every m-hypergraph of order 
p + m - 2 induced by any subarborescence A, of A, where 2 dp < r - 1 and 
m > 2. Let HAr be the m-hypergraph of order r + m - 2 induced by A, and 
r, m > 3. The vertices of A, are labelled p(l),..., p(r) and p(r) is a terminal 
vertex of A,. Hence there is a unique arc (p(t), p(r)) of A,, where 
1 < t 6 r - 1, which is incident to p(r). 
The subarborescence obtained from A, by deleting p(r) is A,- ,. It is 
clear that if El,..., E, denote all edges of H,, containing p(r + m - 2) then 
E,\{p(r + m - 2)},..., E,\{p(r+m-2)) is the edge set of the (m-l)- 
hypergraph of order r + m - 3 generated by A,. The remaining edges of H,, 
constitute the edge set of the m-hypergraph of order r + m - 3 induced by 
A,-, since (p(t), p(r), p(r + 1) ,..., p(r + m - 2)) is an edge of H,,. 
Now the property that A, induces an m-tree H,, for every 2 6 m <h is 
proved also by induction on m. In fact, for m = 2 this property holds 
because any arborescence is a tree. If this property is valid for m - 1, then 
H,, is an m-tree by (ii), since the induction hypotheses imply that the 
(m - 1)-hypergraph generated by A, is an (m - 1)-tree and the m- 
hypergraph induced by A,+ t is an m-tree, both having vertex set (p(l),..., 
p(r+m-3)). Q.E.D. 
If p( 1) = y one sees that the h-tree H, generated by an arborescence A 
with the root p( 1) coincides with the h-star S( y; h) having centre y if A 
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itself is a star with centre y. In fact, from the construction of the families F,, 
one can conclude that each edge of this h-tree contains y. 
It is also clear that the number of h-stars with vertex set X of car- 
dinality it equals n for every n 3 h + 1. 
2. ~-TREES AND BONFERRONI TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Let m be a measure defined on a finite set X, m: X+ R, such that 
m(A) = CzeA m(x) for every A c X, A # 0 and m(0) = 0. 
For n > 2 subsets A I ,..., A, c X denote 
S,=Cm(Ai,nA;,n ... nA,) 
for 1 <k < n, where C denotes summation over all values 16 i, < i, < 
..* <i&n and Sk=0 if kkn+ 1. 
The following inequalities are known as Bonferroni inequalities [ I] and 
hold for every p > 1: 
Improved Bonferroni inequalities are proposed as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let Tt denote any h-hypertree with vertex set {l,..., n}. The 
following inequalities hold: 
for every 1 <p <n/2, where the second sum is over all edges {i, ,..., i2p) E 
E(e), and hence contains ($-ii) terms; 
> 2 (-l)k-‘Sk+ c m(Ai, n “’ nAi2p+l) (3) 
k=l E(++', n 
for every 1 <p<(n- 1)/2, where {i,,..., i2p+l}EE(e+1) and the second 
sum has (n2p1) terms. 
Prooj: Let p = 1 in (2). It is necessary to prove that for any tree T, with 
vertex set (I,..., n) the following inequality holds: 
bS,- 1 m(A,nA,). (4) 
Cb/IEE(Tn) 
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For n = 2, T,, is reduced to the edge [ 1, 21 and (4) is an equality from the 
principle of inclusion and exclusion. 
Suppose that (4) holds for any tree of order at most n - 1 and let T, be a 
tree of order n. Without loss of generality it can be supposed that n is a ter- 
minal vertex of T, and denote by T,-, the tree obtained from T,, by sup- 
pressing vertex n and its incident edge [k, n]. By the induction hypothesis 
one can write 
Gim(AJ- 1 m(AinAi)-m(A,nA,) 
i= I Ci,ilEE(Tfl-Il 
=s,- c m(Ai n AjL 
Ci..ileE(Tn) 
since AknAA,cU:=: (AinA,). 
For n = 2 only (2) must be considered. It follows that r-‘,” = r;‘,, hence (2) 
becomes 
m(A, uA*)~m(A,)+m(A,)-m(A, nA2), 
which is an equality. 
Suppose that (2) and (3) hold for any n - 1 subsets of X and any hyper- 
tree TieI, where h < n - 1. Let Ti be an h-hypertree of order n, where 
3 f h Q n. If h = n and n is even, then (2) is an equality and if n is odd it 
follows that (3) is an equality from the inclusion-exclusion principle. 
Let now h d n - 1. By definition, there exists a vertex, say n, such that if 
E, ,..., E, are the edges of Tf: which contain n then E,\(n),..., E,\(n) are 
edges of an (h - 1)-tree Ti: i with vertex set { l,..., n - 1) and the other 
edges of Ti induce an h-tree Ti ~ i with vertex set ( l,..., n - 1 }. 
By the induction hypothesis if h is even we can write 






m(Al u ... uA,p,)< c (-l)k-’ c 
k=l Kc (l,...,n- 1) 
IKl=k 
- .,s-,, m(Ai, n ... n&J 
n 
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and 
h-2 
d 2 (-11~ 
t-1 
IKl=k 
- c nz(A,,n ... nA,hm,nAn), 
:i I..... r*-,)tE(T,h:f) 
hence 
Whenever h is odd one can deduce in a similar way that 
which completes the proof. Theorem 1 has been proved for the special case 
of h-stars by B. H. Margolin and W. Maurer [4]. 
COROLLARY. The following inequalities hold: 
,for every p 3 1. 
Proof If h tn there are n h-stars S( 1; h),..., S(n; h) with vertex set 
Y= (l,..., n} and each h-subset of Y, {il ,..., i,,} belongs to the edge set of 
exactly h h-stars S(i, ; h) ,..., S(i,, . h). If h is even apply (2) n times for each 
h-star S( 1; h),..., S(n; h) and then add the thus obtained inequalities. It 
follows that 
nm dn ‘2’ (-l)k-l Sk-hSh, 
k=l 
which is the right-hand side of (5). 
When h is odd the left-hand side of (5) is obtained and for h = n one 
deduces an equality from the inclusion-exclusion principle. 
Note that h/n = (;: ;)/(i) and (5) can be deduced also by summing up 
(2) respectively (3) for all h-trees Tt with vertex set Y. 
Inequalities from (5) have been also deduced by other means in [2] and 
a special case of (4) is proved in [3, 51. 
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At the end of this paper two cases A and B will be considered when 
equalities occur in (2) (3) or (5). 
A. Let X= {l,..., n}, Y={l,..., r}, where lbr<n-2 and Ai= Yu 
{r+i} for i= l,..., n-r. For the family of sets (Ai,..., A,-,) (2), (3) and (5) 
are equalities for any h-tree if m(x) = 1 for every x E X. 
In fact, for every p-tree T;-, with vertex set { l,..., n - r) one deduces 
that 
and 
n=(r+l)(n;r)-r(“;r)+ ... +(-l)+‘-l,(n;--;l). (6) 
The sum of the last two terms in (6) equals (- l)pP2 r(“;l: ‘) and so on, 
hence (6) becomes n = (r + l)(“r’) - r(“-i-l), which is an identity. 
B. Let A, ,..., A, be a subfamily of a hereditary family with the support 
A,, i.e., Ai c A, c X holds for every i= 2 ,..., n. In this case (2) and (3) are 
equalities for any h-star S(1; h) with centre 1 and vertex set {l,..., H}. 
Let h = 2. If n = 2 then one finds an equality. Suppose that (2) is an 
equality for p = 1 and n - 1 subsets which are included in A,. One deduces 
that 
=:F:m(Ai)-:F;ImcR,nAi)+m(A.)-m( u (A,nAJ) 
icn 
cjc, m(Ai)- t HAlnAil 
1=2 
=s1- 1 W, n A,), 
[i,jlcS(1:2) 
since Ui<,(Ain A,,) = A, n A,. 
Suppose that (2) and (3) hold as equalities for any n - 1 subsets of X 
included in A, and for the h-star S( 1; h) with n - 1 vertices l,..., n - 1 for 
every 2 <h <n - 1. Then one can deduce that (2) and (3) are equalities for 
n subsets which are included in A, and for S( 1; h) with vertex set {l,..., n}, 
where 3 < h < it, in the same way as for the proof of the Theorem 1. Indeed, 
E,\(n),..., E,\(n), where q= (;I:) are edges of the (h - 1 )-star S( 1; h - 1) 
with vertex set (I,..., n - 1> and the other edges induce an h-star S( 1; h) 
with vertex set {l,..., n - 1 }. 
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